VISTE – How to get started
This document constitutes a brief introduction to the functionalities of the VISTE
Community. It aims in helping you, the future member of the VISTE Community to explore
its capabilities to the fullest and to ensure that your involvement with the community’s
content will be successful with the minimum required time and effort from your part!

VISTE Community landing page
To proceed, either visit the VISTE project’s website (Figure1) and access the Authoring Tool
through the VISTE Community tab or direct the browser to the following link:
http://www.opendiscoveryspace.eu/en/viste (Figure 2) and afterwards login by providing
your account credentials, username, and password. In case you do not have an account,
please register with the community by selecting the “Join Now!” link (Figure 2b).

Figure 1: VISTE Project Website home page (http://visteproject.eu/)
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Figure 2: VISTE Community landing page (http://www.opendiscoveryspace.eu/en/community/vistecommunity-848648)
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Figure 2a: How to log in or join VISTE
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It is highly recommended you join the community to fully explore its functionalities. It is
prerequisite to be a member to be able to create content for and within the community!
Members can leave the community but they can also create new sub-communities under
VISTE main community (Figure 2a).
Upon joining the VISTE Community, you can navigate to the Community Main Page and
select from 5 available sections: “Tools”, “Resources” and “People”, “Events”, and
Communities (Figures 2b and 2c).

Figure 2b: Navigate the Community either from here...

Figure 2c: or here







Section “Tools” includes the existing Tools of the VISTE Community,
Section “Resources” includes the existing Resources of the VISTE Community,
Section “People” includes the members of the VISTE Community,
Section “Events” contains the events taking place in the framework of VISTE, and
Section “Communities” the different VISTE sub-communities or related
communities.

Section “Tools”
By choosing “Tools”, you are redirected to the Tools repository (Figure 4). In there, either
you can browse the existing VISTE Tools (left red box) or you can create your own (right red
box).

Figure 4: The VISTE Tools repository main page

By selecting the tab “Create new tool in the Community”, an authoring pane is generated
(Figure 5) that allows you to create your own tool in the repository.

Figure 5: How to create a new VISTE Tool

Section “Resources”
By clicking on “Resources” you find yourself in the community resources area (Figure
6)where you can either search for existing educational resources (left red box) or select to
create a new one (right red box).

Figure 6: VISTE educational resources repository main page

Search for educational content is provided through multiple search options (green box, in
Figure 6):
 Keyword
 Resource Type
 Geo-concept
 Educational Setting, among others.
Following the option of creating new educational resources, you are first prompted to select
the type of resource you wish to create (Figure 7). The option is between an educational
object and a learning (educational) pathway. Clicking on the exclamation marks beside each
option explanations pop up, to explain what these are.

Figure 7: The window that lets you select which educational resource to create

Selecting to create an educational object directs you to a screen (Figure 8) where you can
create your own educational object.

Figure 8: How to create an educational object

You can choose between a pre-structured and an open educational pathway (Figure 9). The
former refers to formal learning settings, the latter to informal and non-formal ones.

Figure 9: the choice between structured and open pathways

Either choice leads you to the VISTE Authoring pane where in order to create a pathway you
have to provide content (Figure 10a) and metadata (Figure 10b). To finalize a pathway you
show provide the mandatory metadata. For the pre-structured pathways you must also
complete all phases in the content tab, to be able to finalize the pathway, which in any case
you can save at any point of the development process (Figure 11).

Figure 10a: Content tab for creating the pathway

Figure 10b: Metadata tab to provide for the pathway you create. Metadata can be mandatory,
recommended or optional.

Figure 11: How to save and finalize the pathway

VISTE aims for rich in content educational pathways. To enable this functionality an “attach”
button is provided underneath each creation phase (Figure 12). Not all phases of the
pathway need to be enriched with the options provided by the attach process. It is the
author of the pathway who makes such choices when they think necessary and useful to the
pathway itself. Clicking the button the whole range of options to be attached is activated
(Figure 13). These include: geo-concepts, geo-instances, GEOTHNK or VISTE tools, user’s,
community’s, and ISE educational objects, other files, and external links.

Figure 12: The “attach” button in every phase of the pathway

Figure 13: What can be attached to a pathway

Attaching a geo-concept to a pathway can be done by the “show graph” button (Figure 14a).
This generates the semantic network of VISTE concepts. You can select more than one of the
concepts within the list (Figure 14b) or you can browse the graph by zoom-in and -out
(Figure 14c). A definition for each concept you select appears in designated pane (Figure
14d) that helps you decide if this is the concept you are looking for.
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Figure 14: Attaching geo-concepts to a pathway

Geo-instances are instances of geo-concepts that can be characterized by longitude-latitude
(eg. Athens, Mont Blanc, River Seine, and Europe) are all instances of the concepts city,
mountain, river, and continent respectively. To attach these to a pathway, you must have
attached the above-mentioned geo-concepts and then attach the geo-instances, one by one.
Attaching GEOTHNK tools is another major option when creating a pathway. GEOTHNK is a
VISTE related community whose content can be fully explored and exploited in VISTE.
GEOTHNK has a repository of 123 tools which are categorized between reasoning and
representation tools. Attaching a GEOTHNK tool is provided with the possibility of either

attach a reasoning or a representation tool by selecting the respective tab and choosing
from a dropdown menu (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Attaching a GEOTHNK reasoning or representation tool from the relevant dropdown menu

Other option consists of the attachment of the user own educational objects, which they
have created following the procedure described herein (Figure 8). Moreover, a user can
attach educational objects that other members of the community have created by selecting
them from a dropdown menu (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Attaching an educational object from the community’s repository.

